The Lawless one
And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Adon, [cWHY (Yahusha) will overthrow
with the breath of his mouth and destroy by the splendor of his coming. 9 The coming of the
lawless one will be in accordance with how HaSatan works 2 Thessalonians 2:8
Works of HaSatan:
HaSatan is an accuser. HaSatan is a deceiver. HaSatan is an imitator. HaSatan is a liar. HaSatan
is a murderer. HaSatan is an oppressor. HaSatan is a perverter. To pervert, is to distort or
change something from its original or intended use. HaSatan is a sinner. HaSatan is a tempter.
What does the Greek words that have been translated as "lawless," mean?
•The Greek word of the Scriptures, translated as man of "lawlessness" or man of "sin" in
2 Thessalonians 2:3 is (pronounced) ham-ar-tee-ah, means sin.
•The Greek word of the Scriptures, translated as mystery of "lawlessness" or mystery of
"iniquity" in 2 Thessalonians 2:7 is (pronounced) an-om-ee-ah, means violation of the
law, as in sin.
•The Greek word of the Scriptures, translated as the "lawless" one or that "wicked" 2
Thessalonians 2:8 is (pronounced) an-om-os, means people who are not subject to
HWHY (Yahuah)'s Law.
"Lawless" means sin. And what is sin? "Sin is the transgression of the Law" (1 John 3:4); sin is
the violation of HWHY (Yahuah)'s Laws, all of which are The (10) Ten Commandments.
While the "lawless one" will have many laws (that's what a dictator means), he is going to be
arrogantly and blasphemously disobedient to HWHY (Yahuah). He will claim to be righteous,
while committing the worst political and religious evil that humanity has ever known.
Who exactly was Paul referring to as “the lawless one” in 2 Thessalonians 2:8?
Here is the relevant passage in 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12:
“Now regarding the arrival of our Adon [cWHY (Yahusha) and our being gathered to be with
him, we ask you, brothers and sisters, not to be easily shaken from your composure or disturbed
by any kind of spirit or message or letter allegedly from us, to the effect that the day of [cWHY
(Yahusha) is already here. Let no one deceive you in any way. For that day will not arrive until
the rebellion comes and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of destruction. He opposes
and exalts himself above every so-called god or object of worship, and as a result he takes his
seat in [cWHY (Yahusha)?s temple, displaying himself as [cWHY (Yahusha). Surely you
recall that I used to tell you these things while I was still with you. And so you know what
holds him back, so that he will be revealed in his own time. For the hidden power of
lawlessness is already at work. However, the one who holds him back will do so until he is
taken out of the way, and then the lawless one will be revealed, whom [cWHY (Yahusha) will
destroy by the breath of his mouth and wipe out by the manifestation of his arrival. The arrival

of the lawless one will be by HaSatan's works with all kinds of miracles and signs and false
wonders, and with every kind of evil deception directed against those who are perishing,
because they found no place in their hearts for the truth so as to be saved. Consequently hWHY
(Yahuah) sends on them a deluding influence so that they will believe what is false. And so all
of them who have not believed the truth but have delighted in evil will be condemned.”
The apostle Paul is writing in approximately 51-52 A.D. to reassure the church in Thessalonica
that [cWHY (Yahusha) had not yet returned to bring this age to an end. But Paul is deliberately
vague, apparently confident that the disciples in Thessalonica whom he had met (Acts 17) and
written to previously (1 Thessalonians) would know what he was talking about here (2
Thessalonians 2:5). One unfortunate result of this is that we are not “on the inside” like the
Thessalonians, making this one of the most mysterious passages in the New Testament, and
consequently there are many opinions about who (or what) the “man of lawlessness” is and
who (or what) “holds him back.” I will touch on a few options here, but I wouldn?t claim to
have “the final answer” on what is an admittedly obscure passage.
Paul refers to a coming rebellion when “the man of lawlessness,” “a son of destruction” would
appear (v. 3). The phrase “son of destruction” is used by [cWHY (Yahusha) to describe His
betrayer Yahudah (Judas) (John 17:12). At the time of Paul?s writing “the hidden power of
lawlessness” was already present, but so was the restraint of this power (v. 7). But when the
restraining force is removed (v. 8-9), the arrogant lawless one will arrive with false miracles
and declare himself above the true Aluah (God), only to be destroyed by “the breath of His
mouth,” the Word of hWHY (Yahuah) (2 Timothy 3:16-17, Revelation 1:16, 19:15).
Some scholars see the “man of lawlessness” in verse 2:3 as specific human being or specific
human being who serves as the figurehead of a human movement or institution.
Thessalonians 2, "The Man of Lawlessness". "Don't let anyone deceive you in any way, for
that day will not come, until the rebellion occurs and the Man of Lawlessness is revelaed, the
man doomed to destruction." Verse 7 says, "For the Secret Power oLawlessness is already at
work." Verse 8 says, "And then the Lawless one will be revealed." Daniel 9:25 says the
Lawless One comes to CHANGE times and LAWS. Obama campaigned on a promise to, not
only change the U.S., but to CHANGE THE WORLD!!!
Daniel 9:26 And the people of the prince who is to come shall destroy the city and the
sanctuary. The end of it shall be with a flood, And till the end of the war desolations are
determined. 27 And on the wing of abominations shall be one who makes desolate, Even until
the consummation, which is determined, Is poured out on the desolate.”
What will the Abomination of Desolation do... He shall destroy the city and the Sanctuary.
There shall be floods, war, and desolations. Desolation shall be consummated... completed
absolutely.
The apostasy will be a blasphemous act of unprecedented magnitude. Understanding who this
person could be is is a prerequisite to identifying the apostasy event. Anomia (lawlessness)
literally means “without law” (1 John 3:4). This person will be the consummate lawless one; a
blasphemous sinner, who will live in open defiance of hWHY (Yahuah)’s commandments. Of
all the billions of unrighteous, evil, lawless sinners in human history, his evil influence will be

greater than any other’s. Even in the end times, when “lawlessness is increased” (Matt. 24:12),
this HaSatan-energized leader will stand out as the one whose depraved, wicked, lawless
leadership sweeps over the whole world—with influence never before seen.
The tense of the verb translated reveals, points to a definite time when this man will appear. It
implies that he was previously present and known, but his act of apostasy will unveil his true
evil identity; he will drop all pretense and the previously hidden wickedness of his character
will be fully disclosed.
The title man of lawlessness has been identified with many different individuals, such as Hitler,
Stalin, and others. But the close association of the man of lawlessness with the Day of hWHY
(Yahuah) rules out historical persons; otherwise, the Day of hWHY (Yahuah) might have come
centuries ago. The man of lawlessness cannot be HaSatan, for he is distinguished from HaSatan
in verse 9. Nor can this be a reference to a principle of evil, for the text specifically identifies
him as a man.
Paul further described the man of lawlessness as the son of destruction. The expression son of
is a Hebraism indicating a close association, or of the same kind, just as a son shares his
father’s nature. The Man of Sin will be so completely devoted to the destruction of all that
relates to hWHY (Yahuah)’s purpose and plan that he can be said to be destruction personified.
He, however, belongs to destruction (apoleia; “ruin,” not “annihilation”) as the one to be
destroyed. He is fixed for punishment and judgment; he is human trash That will be burned up
and exterminated from existance.
Only one other individual in Scripture shares the dubious distinction of being named son of
destruction: Yahudah (Judas) (John 17:12; also translated as the “son of perdition”). The title is
thus reserved for the two vilest people in human history, controlled by HaSatan (John
13:2; Rev. 13:2) and guilty of the two most heinous acts of apostasy. Yahudah (Judas) lived
and ministered intimately with the son of hWHY (Yahuah) for more than three years—a
privilege granted to only (11) eleven others. Yet after observing [cWHY (Yahusha)’s life,
hearing His wisdom, and experiencing His divine power and gracious love, Yahudah (Judas)
betrayed Him.
Monstrous as that apostasy was, it pales in comparison to the act of future apostasy committed
by the Lawwless one. Yahudah (Judas) betrayed the Son of hWHY (Yahuah); The Lawwless
one will proclaim himself God. Yahudah (Judas) desecrated the temple with the money he
received for betraying [cWHY (Yahusha) (Matt. 27:5); The Lawwless one will desecrate the
temple by committing the abomination of desolation (Matt. 24:15). Yahdah (Judas), apparently
without influencing others, went astray, a tragic, solitary disaster (Acts 1:18–19); The Lawless
one will lead the world astray into destruction (Rev. 13:5–8).
After initially posing as the friend of religion (Rev. 17:13), The Lawless One will suddenly
reveal his true nature when he commits blasphemy against hWHY (Yahuah) and opposes and
exalts himself above every so-called god or object of worship (Rev. 13:15–16). Energized by

HASatan and aided by the false prophet, Antichrist will have immense power to successfully
demand that the world worship him (Rev. 13:1–17). HaSatan, who has always longed to be
worshiped (Isa. 14:13–14), will fulfill that desire vicariously through the worship of the
Lawless one. The Lawless one will exalt himself by taking his seat in the temple of hWHY
(Yahuah), displaying himself as being God. The temple, the symbol of hWHY (Yahuah)’s
presence, is the most fitting place for HaSatan to orchestrate the ultimate act of blasphemy—a
wicked man displaying himself as being God. This apostasy, to which Paul refers here and
which [cWHY (Yahusha) called the “abomination of desolation” (Matt. 24:15), referring to
Daniel’s prophecy, will take place at the midpoint of the Tribulation (Dan. 9:27).
Paul’s point is clear. The apostasy, Lawless one’s blasphemous self-deification and desecration
of the Temple, is a unique, unmistakable event that precedes the Day of hWHY (Yahuah).
Interesting Facts about Predident Obama.
Some interesting facts that people think it is really strange. The day after Obama won the U.S.
presidency, one of the evening Illinois lottery ticket winning numbers was 6-6-6. The other
winning numbers that evening were: 7-7-7-9. The three (777) sevens are said to be
‘completion,’ while the number (9) nine is said to represent Judgment.
The chances of these (7) seven numbers numbers being picked right after Obama’s victory is
3,650,000,000 to (1) one.
Barack Hussein Obama, the LAWLESS ONE, is what I kept hearing Trey Gowdy and others
call him multiple times recently, which caught my attention and lead me to look into this
subject a little deeper. Even Senator Ted Cruz declares there are 76 Lawless Actions conducted
by President Obama. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.) cites “the president’s persistent pattern of
lawlessness.”
Dan from Squirrel Hill, has updated his list to 694 documented examples of Barack Obama's
lying, lawbreaking, corruption, cronyism, etc. House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan
(R-Wis.) calls President Obama’s tenure “an increasingly lawless presidency.”
House Judiciary Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-Va.) called a hearing to examine how
Obama “has blatantly disregarded the Constitution’s mandate to faithfully execute the laws.”
President Obama has already endured in federal court and from Supreme Court justices,
including the ones he himself picked. And this guy still sells himself as some kind of
constitutional law expert?
Already, the Supreme Court has ruled against Mr. Obama some 13 times. And that’s just
counting the instances where the Supreme Court ruled UNANIMOUSLY that Mr. Obama had
overstepped his authority, misread the law, misunderstood basic constitutional concepts or was
otherwise out of order.
Obama seems to have a Total disregard for the Law. He is in blatant defiance of our U.S.
Constitution. What is this Secret Power of Lawlessness already at work, covering up, or
ignoring every law this man breaks? Obama must possess unbelievable Satanic power to be

able to sweep everything under the rug, and to be able to silence the press and media like he
does.
(6) Intersting facts about Barak OBama
1.. His Zip code in Chicago is 60606
2. The day after the election the lottery number was 666.
3. His code name that he chose from a list of names is Renegade. Renegade means - deserter
from one faith, cause, or allegiance to another 2 : an individual who rejects lawful or
conventional behavior
3. Obama's limo is called the Beast.
4. His view of the Constitution is a lawless one.
5. The first swearing in got messed up and during the second one he didn't use a Bible.
6. Obama cancelled participation in National prayer day.
Barack! The verb ( ברקbaraq) means to cast forth (of lightening). It occurs three times in the
Bible: 2 Samuel 22:15, Psalm 18:14 and Psalm 144:6.
( ברקbaraq), meaning lightening (usually of HWHY (Yahuah); Exodus 19:16; Ezekiel 1:13), or
glittering of weapons (Ezekiel 21:10, Job 20:25).
Luke 10:18 - "And He said unto them, I beheld HaSatan as Baraq (lightning) falling from the
Shamyim (heavens)".
"How you are fallen from heaven, O Helel (shining one), son of the morning! You have been
thrown down to the earth, you who destroyed the nations of the world. Isaiah 14:12
The word for heights, according to Strong's Hebrew dictionary – Strongs #: 1116 bamah(meaning to be high/Hights); an elevation – height, high place is bamah (bam-maw').
In Hebrew, the letter Uau/vav is translated as the letter u. Some scholars use the letter o for this
transliteration. It is primarily used as a conjunction to join two concepts together. So Baraq O
Bamah, in Hebrew poetry would translate literally as "lightning from the heights".
So, [cWHY (Yahusha)'s prophecy in Luke 10:18, if spoken by a Hebrew today, influenced by
the poetry of Isaiah..he would say...and I saw HaSATAN as BARAQ O BAMAH
The 44th President of the United States is named after his father, who was a Kenyan economist.
Barack is an African name meaning “blessed.” Baraq in Hebrew, is LIGHTNING (Strongs
Hebrew word 1300). Strongs Greek 913 Barak is LIGHTNING for the name of a person!
(John 1:38), say in HEBREW, that HaSatan is like Baraq (LIGHTNING) from shamyim

(heavens).
Obama is an ancient Kenyan surname. The name is found frequently among the Luo, the third
largest ethnic group in Kenya. It is believed that the name derived from the root word obam,
which means “to lean or bend.”
Obama’s middle name Hussein is the first name of his paternal grandfather. The name, which is
of Arabic origin, means “good” or “handsome one.”
Scripture makes many references to the end time entity called the Anti-Messiah There are many
names given to the Anti-Messiah, including,
1. The king of fierce countenance: Daniel 8:23 And at the latter end of their kingdom, when the
transgressors have reached their limit, a king of bold face, one who understands riddles, shall
arise.
2. The prince who is to come: Daniel 9.26 And after the (62) sixty-two weeks, an anointed one
shall be cut off and shall have nothing. And the people of the prince who is to come shall
destroy the city and the sanctuary.Its end shall come with a flood, and to the end there shall be
war. Desolations are decreed.
3. The son of perdition: 2 Thessalonians 2:3 Let no one deceive you in any way. For that day
will not come, unless the rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son
of destruction,
5. The lawless one: 2 Thessalonians 2:8 And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the
(Yahusha) will kill with the breath of his mouth and bring to nothing by the appearance of his
coming.
6. The man of sin: 2 Thessalonians 2:3 Let no one deceive you in any way. For that day will
not come, unless the rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the son of
destruction
Here is what Obama said: “Finally, I believe that my next 100 days will be so successful that I
will be able to complete them in 72 days. And, on the 73rd day, I will rest.”
BTW, 6+6×6=72
From Obama’s inauguration on Jan 20 to April 29 is 100 days.
From April 29th to July 10th, 2009 is 72 days:
So what happened on July 10th, 2009, and leading right up to it?:
June 28, 2009, Chinese TV: China’ Central Bank made another call for a world currency.
On July 7, 2009, the Catholic Pope called for ‘God-centered’ global economy.
On July 7, 2009, Russian president shows the ‘United World Future Currency.’
On July 10, 2009, Obama wraps up G8 Summit, meets with the Catholic Pope.
Obama said, “And, the 73rd day, I will rest.”
In a Surprise, Obama Wins Nobel Peace Prize

Oct. 9, 2009 - Less than two weeks after taking office, President Obama was nominated to
receive the Nobel Peace Prize. Even more surprising, he has been named the winner of the
prize.
President Barack Obama won the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize on Friday for "his extraordinary
efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between peoples," the Norwegian
Nobel Committee said, citing his outreach to the Muslim world and attempts to curb nuclear
proliferation. Source: TIME
New Bill Gives Obama ‘Kill Switch’ To Shut Down The Internet
Jun. 16, 2010 - A new US Senate bill would give President Obama a figurative “kill switch” to
seize control of the world wide web in response to a Homeland Security directive.
“The legislation says that companies such as broadband providers, search engines or software
firms that the US Government selects “shall immediately comply with any emergency measure
or action developed” by the Department of Homeland Security.
The bill is entitled "Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset Act." TechAmerica, a
technology lobbying group, believes that the bill would have “the potential for absolute power.
Mar. 25, 2010 - In a new online poll of 2,320 adults, carried out by Harris Interactive, 24 per
cent of Republican respondents agreed with the statement that the president might be the
Antichrist."
According to the poll 67 per cent of Republicans thought President Obama was a socialist, 57
percent thought that he was secretly a Muslim... Source: Telegraph - UK
Obama For World President?
Dec. 8, 2010 - Veteran Obama-watcher David Gutmann thinks that the President is "already
getting restless in his present job, and that he seeks a promotion to an even greater status."
Mar. 19, 2011 - President Obama issued an Executive Order that gives the White House
absolute control over all the country’s natural resources in case of a natural disaster or during a
time of war.
The text of the document itself does not limit implementation to a time of war. In fact, the
specific sections of the order make it clear that the President can take complete command and
control of the country’s natural resources in peacetime, as well. Source: Joe Wolverton, II New American
Nov. 28, 2012 - This post-election article from the Canada Free Press is an example of the fear
and frustration of many after President Obama won re-election this month. It points to some
extreme examples of misplaced devotion to the president.
At Sunday’s Soul Train awards, Obama was nominated as “Our Lord and Savior” by Oscarwinning actor/comedian Jamie Foxx, who was answered by a wildly cheering throng.
Another example is a painting by artist Michael D’Antuono currently on display at Boston’s
Bunker Hill Community College Art Gallery.It depicts Obama as Jesus Christ being crucified
with a crown of thorns around his head and his arms outstreched. Source: Canada Free Press

Sunday September 11, 2016..Obama read from Psalm 46, so that He could proclaim himself
God? Psalms 46 is the 666th chapter from the end of the Bible. It is the 666th page of actual
printed content of the 1611 King James Version of the Bible.
Friday September 30, 2016 Black Moon... and the Funeral of Israel´s last Modern Day
Founding Father, Shimon Peres. More than 70 World Leaders in Israel for the funeral
Saturday October 1, 2016 INTERNET CONTROL TURNED OVER TO THE UNITED
NATIONS AND THE CHINESE YUAN BECOMES NEW RESERVE WORLD CURRENCY
Sunday October 2, 2016 The Sign of the SUPER JUBILEE SHEMITAH. The Last day of
5776, Elul 29
Monday, October 3, 2016 FEAST OF TRUMPETS, DAY 1
October 2, 2016, Elul 29, the last day of 5776... the day of the Super Jubilee Shemitah
October 3, 2016... Tishri 1, 5777 The Feast of Trumpets
October 3, 2016... Barack Obama used wording "The Republican voters think I´m the
Antichrist."
Did Barack Obama deny he is the antichrist? NO! Should it matter that many many people
confess that Barack Obama is the Anti-christ?
OCTOBER 12, 2016 - DAY OF ATONEMENT
Published on October 12 after a speech the night before, Obama reacted to conspiracy theories
that he and Hillary clinton are demons. He actually "smelled himself" as a joke to show the
world he does not smell like sulfur.
(CNN) President Barack Obama has vowed to be a regular presence on the campaign trail for
Hillary Clinton, but he took the opportunity at a rally Tuesday to settle a different issue:
whether he smells like sulfur -- as in, like a demon. Obama said: "I was reading the other day.
There's a guy on the radio who apparently said me and Hillary are demons, said we smell like
sulfur. Ain't that something?" Obama joked at a Clinton rally in Greensboro, North Carolina.
Then, leaning over to take an exaggerated whiff of his arm, Obama cracked, "Now, I mean,
come on people!" Obama was responding to the claim by Alex Jones, founder of the conspiracy
website "InfoWars" and host of "The Alex Jones Show" on radio, who warned viewers on his
program that both the President and the Democratic presidential nominee carried the scent of
demons. "Hillary, reportedly, I mean, I was told by people around her that they think she's
demon-possessed, okay? I'm just going to go ahead and say it, okay," he began.
"Imagine how bad she smells, man," Jones continued. "I'm told her and Obama just stink, stink,
stink, stink. You can't wash that evil off, man. I'm told there's a rotten smell around Hillary. I'm
not kidding, people say -- folks, I've been told this by high up folks. They say listen, Obama
and Hillary both smell like sulfur. I never said this, because the media will go crazy with it, but
I've talked to people that are in protective details -- they're scared of her. And they say listen,
she's a frickin demon and she stinks and so does Obama. I go, like what? Sulfur. They smell
like Hell."
Newsweek came out with their magazine cover showing Obama as "The God of all Things”

.

Obama laughed at Michelle Bachman for saying that he was bringing about "The Biblical End
of Days"?
So, on The Feast of Trumpets, Obama responds to Republican voters who "think" he is the
Anti-Messiah (Antichrist).
Then on the Day of Atonement he responds to many others who say he is a demon, and that he
smells like sulfur.
Does it matter that many people all across the country see and believe that Obama is not a
normal politician, but evil, a demon, or even the Anti-Messiah (antichrist)?
Do you think it is a sign from HWHY (Yahuah) that these two declarations were made on the
high Kadosh (holy) days of Trumpets and Atonement, the latter being the Most kadosh (holiest)
day on the Hebrew calendar when the Holy of Holies was used only one day each year?
OCTOBER 17-18 - FIRST DAY OF TABERNACLES
UNESCO’s executive board adopts Controversial Jerusalem resolution
In spite of an Israeli effort to delay a final vote,along with motions ignoring Hebrew (Jewish)
and Christian historical ties to holy sites is ratified by cultural body.
The UN cultural agency on Tuesday adopted a controversial Arab-sponsored resolution on East
Jerusalem that ignores Jewish and Christian historical ties to Jerusalem holy sites.
“It was adopted,” a UNESCO spokesman said of the resolution, which led Israel last week to

suspend its cooperation with the Paris-based agency.
The resolution, passed Thursday in the committee stage of the United Nations cultural body,
referred to the Temple Mount and Western Wall only by their Muslim names and condemned
Israel as “the occupying power” for various actions taken in both sites.
Despite Israeli diplomatic missions being closed Tuesday due to the observance of the Sukkot
festival around the world, the Foreign Ministry allowed the UNESCO mission in Paris to work
in a last-ditch effort to try to prevent the resolution from being adopted.
The head of UNESCO’s executive board, Michael Worbs, had expressed hope Friday that the
resolution would not go to a formal vote on Tuesday, but would instead be deferred to give
dialogue a chance.
“We need more time and dialogue between the members of the board to reach a consensus,” he
said.
In spite of the fact they tried to delay the vote because of Tabernacles, it had to happen!
Remember when the Hebrew leaders tried to make sure that [cWHY (Yahusha) was not tried
and crucified on Passover? But He had to be! It was HWHY (Yahuah)´s time on the clock!
ISRAEL HAS BEEN DIVIDED! ON TABERNACLES! WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
Scripture talks about the division of Jerusalem, and the nations coming against Israel as a clear
indication of His coming judgment.
Zechariah 14:1-2 1 Behold, the day of HWHY (Yahuah) comes, and your spoil shall be divided
in the midst of you. 2 For I will gather all nations against Yerusalem to battle; and the city shall
be taken, and the houses rifled, and the women ravished; and half of the city shall go forth into
captivity, and the residue of the people shall not be cut off from the city.
Now look at this... Daniel 11:39-40 talks about dividing the land for gain, then there will be
many ships! We are seeing this right now!!!
Daniel 11:39-40 39 This he shall act against the strongest fortresses with a foreign Alahym
(god), which he shall acknowledge,and advance its esteem (glory); and he shall cause them to
rule over many, and divide the land for gain. 40 “At the time of the end the king of the South
shall attack him; and the king of the North shall come against him like a whirlwind, with
chariots, horsemen, and with many ships; and he shall enter the countries,
overwhelm them, and pass through.
The division of the land is mentioned, and then it is connected to the king of the north bringing
many ships!!!HELLO???!!!Russia Is Deploying The Largest Naval Force Since The Cold War
For Syria: NATO Diplomat - October 19, 2016
(Notice the date... October 19... one day after the Unesco vote on October 18, Tabernacles
II Thessalonians 2 says the Lawless one will be the leader of the “apostasy” or “rebellion,”
and also will be known as the “lawless one.”
Gematria is a 3,000 year old Hebrew practice of assigning certain numerical values to the
Hebrew alphabet.” It then explains that Barack Hussein Obama has a value of 501, which is the
same as “judgment” and “end of days.”

“Barack”(Baraq) = (246), “Hussein” = (268) and “Obama” = (152) adding up to 666.
And Obama’s car is nicknamed ‘the Beast.’
Also, Chicago is home to Obama, in which the city has a zip code of 60606.
Here is what the video quotes Hebrew (Jewish) gematria researchers saying in August 2008:
“For not only is 501 the value of (the work of our hands), and (our punishment), but is also
connected to the next President of the United States that we are helping put in power through
Jewish efforts…And so, with our own hands we are in the process of taking a descendant from
Ishmael and placing him as our “King” in the White House, just 7 years after 9/11.
Troubling quotes from Obama:
“I believe that there are many paths to the same place, and that is a belief that there is a higher
power, a belief that we are connected as a people, that there are values that transcend race or
culture, that move us forward, and that there’s an obligation for all of us individually as well
as collectively to take responsibility to make those values lived.” (Barack Obama, April 2004)
“What I believe in is that if I live my life as well as I can, that I will be rewarded. I don’t
presume to have knowledge of what happens after I die.” (Barack Obama, April 2004)
“Uh, yeah, I guess I do. It’s not formal, me getting on my knees. I think I have an
ongoing conversation with God. I think throughout the day, I’m constantly asking myself
questions about what I’m doing, why am I doing it.”
“I am a Christian, and I am a devout Christian. I believe in the redemptive death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. I believe that faith gives me a path to be cleansed of sin and have
eternal life. (Barack Obama Christianity Today, January 2008) – [cWHY (Yahusha), the Son of
HWHY (Yahuah), said there is only ONE path, only one way to the Father.…
What does Obama think sin is?
Sun Times religion reporter Cathleen Falsani asked Obama the following question: “What is
sin?” Obama’s answer: “Being out of alignment with my values.” – Sin is being out of
alignment with YAHUAH’s values — NOT being out of alignment with Barack Obama’s
values.
Since many believe Obama is Muslim and it has even came out of his own mouth many times,
then lets take a look at their end time beleif's. Muslim's believe in the Prophecies of the
Mahdi” which describes him:
•Must be tall; Obama is around 6’2”
•Will be in his 40’s
•Must have the name Hussein in his name
•Will be as the sun rising over the West; Obama’s sign
•Will speak with a slight stutter
•Will have a mole/black spot on his left cheek
•Will have course hair

•Will come to bring justice (peace) at time of oppression
•Dark skinned yet fair complexion (Many believe multi-ethnic)

Obama told the Foreign Minister of Egypt that Muslims would see how he would deal with
Israel to help Islam after “healthcare” was settled. It also says that it is a COMMANDMENT in
Islam for Muslims to DECEIVE Infidels!
Has Obama ever come out and Strongly condemed people for thinking and saying he is a
“Messiah?” Silence is a form of approval!
Remember it was Obama who said just days before the election in 2008 that he was going to
“Fundamentally Transformed America.” Does ANYONE truly doubt that this is exactly what
he is doing?
I am not saying the Obama is the Lawwless one for sure, but there sure is a lot of strange
coincidences that have happened Judge for yourself, but pray and stay awake, for no man
knows the day or the hours, but only the Father HWHY (Yahuah). You hypocrites! You know
how to interpret the appearance of earth and sky, but why do you not know how to interpret the
present time? Luke 12:56 And in the morning, ‘It will be stormy today, for the sky is red and
threatening.’ You know how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but you cannot interpret the
signs of the times. A wicked and adulterous generation looks for a sign Matthew 16:3-4
Signs:
•Religious deception (verses 4-5).
•Wars and rumors of war (verses 6-7).
•Famines (verse 7).
•Pestilences (verse 7).
•Earthquakes (verse 7).
•Persecution of followers of believers (verses 9-10).
•Lawlessness (verse 12). This means “the rejection of the law, or will, of HWHY (Yahuah) and the
substitution of the will of self” —an accurate description of our age.
•The good news of the Kingdom will be preached (verse 14).

•Jerusalem will be surrounded with armies and the “abomination of desolation” will be set up
(verse 15)
Understanding the signs of the end times is not just an intellectual exercise. [cWHY (Yahusha) gave
these signs as warnings that are intended to motivate us to change.
Watch and pray

[cWHY (Yahusha) said, “But take heed to yourselves, lest your hearts be weighed down with

carousing, drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come on you unexpectedly. …
Watch therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worthy to escape all these things
that will come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man” (Luke 21:34, 36).

